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Dr. Vela
Q&A

Dear Dr. Vela:

I’ve started candle burning tests, but I
don’t know how to do it. Which parameters should I measure?

Dear Manufacturer:
The parameters that need to be measured are deﬁned
in the "standard F2417 from the American Society for
Testing Materials" (ASTM F2417
Before starting any tests, and depending on your
candle formulation, it is very important that the candles
rest for a reasonable time:
-Vegetable waxes: 14 days
-Paraﬃn waxes: 24 - 48 hours
-Mixes: 1 day - 14 days

The testing room should have a neutral atmosphere,
the temperature should be between 20 and 30 °C,
avoiding wind drafts. There should be a 6 inches gap
between candles to prevent heat transfer between
them. These measures will provide more accurate
candle burning parameters.

The length of the burn cycles will depend on the
type of candles being tested:
-Tea-light or tea candles: get burned at once, until the
candle extinguishes itself.
-Gel candles: should burn for 8 hours and then be
allowed to reach room temperature or cool down for 3
hours before starting a new cycle.
-All other candles: burn at 4 hours cycles. Let them cool
down for at least 3 hours before starting a new cycle or
until they reach room temperature.
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The ASTM "Candle Burn Performance Test," requires the following procedure:
1. Prepare the test zone as described above, making sure to
clearly mark each candle during the test.
2. Trim the wick to 1/4 before each start cycle. Observe each
burn cycle and record the following data after each hour
3. Initially, after the burn and every hour, observe or record the
following:
a. The maximum height of the ﬂame (from the bottom of
the arch to the ﬂame’s tip). This should be less than 3″ (or 3
3/4″ if the candle is designed for religious use).
b. The container is intact, not cracked or broken. .
c. Soothing (black smoke) does emanate excessively from
the wick. .
d. The container has not damaged the surface on which it
is sitting.
e. The candle has not been knocked over or spilled (this
applies to pillars)
4. Record the flame height at least every 4 hours, even if you
are "watching" it every hour.
5. If any of the requirements from step 3 are not met, consider
the candle as a failure.
6. After the candle cools down, repeat steps 2 through 6 until
the candle fails or gets extinguished.

If you want to measure the "Rate of Change " (ROC),
write down the candle’s initial weight and record the
weight again after the ﬁnal burn. Subtract the initial
weight from the ﬁnal weight and divide this value by the
number of hours burned. This result is the total wax
consumed per burning hour and the units are
grams/hour.
Other parameters that can be measured, especially for
container candles, are the diameter of wax pool (usually
melts one inch per hour) and the depth of the wax pool
(it should not be more than 1” per hour at the end of a
4 hour burn cycle).
Keep in mind that the burning performance tests
should get done during the development stage, as part
of your quality control you should also test every time
the formula is changed, or when a new batch is produced; the number of samples depends on the lot size.

Diana Gutiérrez
Wicks Unlimited
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A C T U A L I D A D

ALAFAVE, NCA y
ECMA analyze
the Industry’s
Reality
The World Candle Congress event is an opportunity to
strengthen the ties of brotherhood for the beneﬁt of
the entire candle industry. The organizing associations,
ALAFAVE, NCA and ECMA, embrace this occasion to
exchange opinions on what is happening in each of the
regions they represent.
Francella Morera, Vice-president of ALAFAVE, highlights
the impact that the raw material’s price increase has
had in Latin America.

"The closure of paraﬃn manufacturers, and ports due
to the coronavirus outbreaks, has strongly aﬀected the
supply of this raw material in our region."

Chris Rakita, president of the NCA, reports that despite
the increases in raw materials’ price, the sales in the
United States remain strong and have normalized to
single-digit growth. "In 2021, the unit price of candles at
the point of sale increased by 13% compared to the previous year, motivated by an increase in consumption
and the high costs of raw materials."

Miquel Roura, ECMA Director, deﬁnes the current
candle market as "perplexing" and mentions that factories in Europe are overwhelmed with orders. "It seems
counterintuitive that raw material prices are skyrocketing and yet sales and demand continue to rise, but we
believe that candles from Asia are no longer competitive in Europe due to rising freight prices that went from
€1,800 per container in 2020 to €16,000 in the year
2021-22".

Both Rakita and Roura emphasize that the pandemic
came to redeﬁne candle consumption patterns by
increasing their use. "Consumers rediscovered the
emotional beneﬁts of candles during the lock-down and
this has generated an increase in consumption," says
Rakita.
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They both agree that the remaining challenge is the
great uncertainty created by the continuous rise in
prices on all raw materials and supply chains that have
not yet been recovered. "The drama prevails in the
price increases we give to our products which do not
support the continuous increases in raw materials and
supplies. This ends up aﬀecting our margins," explains
Roura.
Challenged with the same scenario, Morera asks his
fellow candle manufacturers to lead their companies
understanding that the candle sector is rapidly transforming and "a lot of heart and commitment is required
to operate in these conditions."
Despite the challenges, Rakita is optimistic and reports
that in the latest MINTEL study, the category of air
fresheners, in which candles are found, shows growth
of 2-3% until 2025. The NCA Trade Committee has
achieved a ﬁve-year extension on the import tariﬀs on
Chinese candles
"It is true that we still have some unfavorable issues,
but there are also opportunities; manufacturers should
continue to reduce packaging materials and always
keep sustainability and transparency in the forefront of
development eﬀorts.”
Innovation is the key component that Roura is betting
on for the immediate future. "We have to improve the
quality of our candles, do research with alternative raw
materials and take advantage of the opportunity we
have to innovate in shapes, colors, fragrances, fashion
trends, because they all are elements that give purchasing power."

The industry is rapidly
transforming and we must
learn to operate under
these conditions.
Francella Morera

To conclude, the three directors showed their enthusiasm to see each other again in a face-to-face event,
after the last congress in 2019.
"We have many common issues with our colleagues
from ALAFAVE and ECMA and dealing with them together makes us stronger. Just as we did with the last scientiﬁc study, which yielded very interesting data in which
we managed to ﬁght the negative press about our products. We are excited to share with everyone in this
event," said Rakita.

Consumers
rediscovered
the emotional beneﬁts of
candles during conﬁnement.
Chris Rakyta

We must do research and
take advantage of the innovation opportunities that
candles oﬀer
Miquel Roura
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Special Edition
World Candle Congress
and Expo

After the last World Candle Congress,
three years ago, no one would have been
able to predict the future that awaited us,
nor the strong impact that these events
would have on business dynamics.
Despite the challenges, the perception of
renewed energy at a global level reaches
our sector.

The celebration of the seventh World Candle Congress
comes at a time when all those who make up this great
industry are eager to see each other, shake hands, and
hug each other. In other words, the theme chosen for
this year sums it up as, “Reunite to Reignite”.
This is a special article, where we wanted to present the
opinions of people who have already attended these
congresses, and the feeling of those attending for the
ﬁrst time. At the end, the success of these events is
based mainly on the professionalism and enthusiasm
of those who attend.
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Great
expectation
from candle
manufacturers participating for the
ﬁrst time

Candle manufacturers are showing a great desire
to grow from the technical and administrative
standpoint. They are ready to make new contacts
and learn from a diﬀerent perspective the current
situation to help give their companies a boost.
In this edition we have interviewed three candle
manufacturers attending the WCC for the ﬁrst
time. Their comments reveal a spirit of resilience
which characterizes an industry like ours and
makes us see the immediate future with optimism.

Rodrigo Rosado

" We are currently
working 100%”
Boreal Producciones Peninsulares, located in Mérida,
Yucatan Mexico, started its business manufacturing
candles with religious images, somewhere along the
line they introduced citronella and decorative candles.
Their new project is to develop scented candles to
achieve greater participation in direct sales channels
(B2C sales).
Rodrigo Rosado is the General Manager at Boreal and
expresses great enthusiasm for contacting suppliers
and candle manufacturers from all over the world. He is
excited to establish new business relationships and to
learn about the new trends that will mark the coming
years.
"We still lack the technical training to improve our manufacturing processes. We want to approach companies
that will support us achieve quality candles, especially
for the use of fragrances, as well as to improve the
equipment/machinery".
Rodrigo mentioned that the changes they had to
endure during the critical period of the pandemic was
not easy. Thanks to the participation of all their staﬀ
they were able to overcome the circumstances without
aﬀecting their performance. "Currently we are working
100% and focused on our new projects," Rosado concluded.
7

Mario Cibilis

“The pandemic
ended up being an
opportunity for our
company”
RILAPE S.A. was established in 1981 in Asunción,
Paraguay,
They manufacture artisan and container candles on a
smaller scale. Their company has been under a comprehensive restructuring since 2020, but it is a process
that has made them very optimistic with good projections for the future.
Mario Cibilis, the general manager at RILAPE said that
the ALAFAVE virtual congress in 2021 was a great learning experience and that the expectations with the WCC
are "enormous", even more so when they are evaluating options to take the products outside their borders.
"We have favorable laws, clean and sustainable energy
and a great capacity which makes us think about an
export strategy. In this congress we seek to learn
better manufacturing techniques, conservation, formulations, and automatic ﬁlling options”.
He comments that after years of diﬃculties, the company is now obtaining results that allow it to see the future
more clearly. Cibilis mentioned: "The pandemic turned
out to be an opportunity for the company and we
believe that in this new stage, the congress, and the
interaction with other colleagues will be of great help to
meet our objectives."

Mario Villarreal

"It is wonderful to
meet with candle
manufacturers from
other countries”
Paraﬁna Luz con Fe, S.A. de C.V. established toward the
end of 2013 in Apodaca, Nuevo León, México, manufactures religious and esoteric container candles and
distributes them throughout the country
Mario Villarreal, general manager, reported that they
are currently aiming to automate their process and
their expectation is to contact suppliers that allow them
to successfully complete their system.
He mentioned that the idea of meeting manufacturers
from diﬀerent parts of the world was fundamental in
deciding to participate in the event: "Establishing business relationships, exchanging knowledge, and getting
diﬀerent perspectives amongst colleagues is priceless.
It is wonderful to be able to get together and have a
common topic that we are so passionate about: candles".
The challenges caused by the raw material high prices
and shortages during the pandemic led them to make
many changes that still allowed them to maintain their
quality standard and meet their commitments.
"Through diﬃcult times, faith never dies. Currently, we
ﬁnd ourselves with a lot of work and are prepared for
any challenges that lie ahead," he concluded.
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Returning
members share
their past
experiences at
the WCC
A total of 3,400 members and 370 exhibitors
have participated throughout our seven World
Candle Congresses since 2004. The comments
have always been very positive.
The organizing associations use the feedback
to desing new technical programs for the
upcoming years.
Below, 2 of our recurring members share their
testimony on the impartance of attending the
WCC and how this has beneﬁtted their
business.

Mayra Moreno

"The World Candle
Congress has made
us grow as a
company"
Mayra Moreno, Marketing Manager at Velas y Velones
La Estrella, a religious candle manufacturer, located in
San Cristóbal, Venezuela, has participated in 6 out of
the 7 editions and describes her experience as "very
productive".
She said that the main contribution from the WCC has
been the direct access to important industry suppliers
from which she acquires quality raw materials such as
paraﬃn, vegetable waxes, wicks, and dyes. In addition,
what stands out to her are the presentations and the
excellently organized technical agenda..
"Participating in the expo and sharing experiences with
the attendees during the social events are elements
that always motivate us to participate. The cities where
the events have been held are attractive for tourism
and have allowed us to disconnect and return to our
jobs with enthusiasm. Deﬁnitively, the WCC has made
us renew ourselves and grow as a company", she concluded.
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Andrej Pantchenko

"We’ve participated
at all the congresses,
and we’ll continue
to do so”
Herrhammer GmbH Spezialmaschinen, a well-known
German machinery manufacturer, established in 1948
and based in Ochsenfurt, has participated as an exhibitor in all the WCC expos.
Andrej Pantchenko, Sales Manager, comments that it is
a unique opportunity for them to be able to show the
technological innovations to all attendees. "Having
manufacturers from all over the world gathered in one
place is a great opportunity to present our automated
equipment, machines for mass production or individual
machines for smaller quantities, in addition, manufacturers, with their doubts and needs generate very productive conversations".
Pantchenko states that, in the most diﬃcult stage of
the pandemic,

his company had to make many changes to continue
with its operations, but currently it is stable with all processes. "The pandemic brought us many challenges
that we managed to overcome and today we can look to
the future with conﬁdence. The WCC has always been
very productive for us and that is why we have always
participated and will continue to do so," he concluded.

WCC Sepeaker
Kevin Harvey, ponente del congreso

"We can design
better products for
the consumer’s
conﬁdence and
satisfaction"

The technical agenda at the World Candle Congress is
one of the main activities that always attracts the interest of the attendees. This is a valuable opportunity to
learn from various sectors.
At this event, one of the presentations causing great
expectation is "How to sell stories through container
design", oﬀered by Kevin Harvey, a professional in the
color industry with 36 years of experience

which has led him to develop formulations for Estee
Lauder, MAC Cosmetics and Heinz Kraft Company,
among other top companies.
Currently, he is a Color Technician at JAFE Decorating
working on projects for Bath & Body Works, Libbey and
Candle-Lite. In this interview, Kevin gives us some highlights about his presentation and shares his vision on
the candle industry.
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In these post-pandemic times, how important is the color formulation for
candles?
In one word, CRUCIAL! After returning to work from the
lock-down, I saw companies change their colors,
textures, and collections. Chrome and glossy colors
went away, it was too ﬂamboyant. Earthy-inspired
colors of soft blues, greens, reds, browns, or tans with
all hues of white became the new palette. Everything
gloss went to frost or matte.

What are your expectations as a speaker
at the World Candle Congress?

Being a member of the Color Marketing Group, I was
amazed when I saw the forecasted colors for North
America, Latin America, Europe, and Asia stayed relatively similar after COVID. Regardless of culture or
region, people are impacted and desired the same by
color. We are still seeing some of the same palettes
during the pandemic. But now, we are seeing the revival
of glossy and brighter chromatic colors. Chrome is starting to return. Although, consumers are wanting to see
something new and fresh in design. Things will never
fully return to pre-COVID, hence why, consumers are
moving on and desiring something new. This ties to
consumers’ emotions of moving forward.

The best take away would be to be inspired and to
inspire others. Seeing products that spark the imagination and establish conversations that lead to that
“ah-ha!” moment. I want to discover the global novelties in the candle industry because, to stay relevant, we
must keep up with the innovations. Consumers are
becoming more and more sophisticated. Consumers’
demands range from sustainability, health concerns,
social causes, etc. All aspects of the candle must collaboratively support the product story of each candle,
which includes the containers.

Your presentation "How to Sell Stories
Through Container Design" has caused a
lot of expectation among the candle manufacturers. Could you share some highlights?
When I ﬁrst started working in manufacturing, the company dictated how the consumer saw their brand and
products. Social media has turned this upside down.
Now the consumers tell each other what your brand
should be like.
The fragrance used to be the ﬁrst determining factor in
the purchase of a candle. With social media and web
pages, we need to improve the strategies to capture the
consumer’s attention, hence the candle container can
help us achieve the objective.
Stories and images are crucial to achieve a reaction
from the online customer since we can no longer hold
or smell a candle through a web page.

Any other recommendations for candle
manufacturers?
I think COVID has provided an opportunity for the
candle industry to grow exponentially. Along with
religious candles, candles can also provide beauty,
hope, joy, wellness, and passion. Candles can be a
symbol of light in the darkness, the good in dark times.
We must ﬁnd hope, joy, and happiness. Candles can be
that link to a better day. Through color, texture, and
fragrance, we can lift the souls of our consumers.
We can design better products to help change a perspective of hope, joy, peace, calmness, and happiness.
When we truly see what our consumers need, we can
design candles to have a great and deeper impact on
the betterment of our customers.
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S O C I A L

The Luminaria Project:
a social initiative that
brings light in the middle
of darkness
The Luminaria Project is an initiative that was born at
the 2016 World Candle Congress when the organizing
associations decided that part of the event’s income
would be allocated to a social cause in the host city,
where the congress would be celebrated, as a token of
appreciation for opening their doors to the most
important event for the candle industry worldwide.
Isabel Muench, executive director of ALAFAVE mentioned: "The luminarias were the lanterns that illuminated public spaces in the old times, before they were
replaced by the electric service. The idea of bringing
light in the dark and illuminating a new path symbolizes exactly our intention with these contributions that
we make every three years".

The WCC will contribute with $10 USD per each participant, plus the voluntary donations made by each of the
attendees. It is estimated to raise over $5,000 dollars.
To conclude, Muench encourages the participants
willing to donate additional contributions to communicate directly with any of the three organizing associations. "We are very happy to support this institution that
does such a beautiful work for young people in their
process of social reintegration. At ALAFAVE, we will
always be in favor of supporting this type of causes"

On this occasion, the organization Youth Empowerment Project, will be the beneﬁciary of this donation.
Located in the metropolitan area of New Orleans, this
organization has supported young people living in poverty, out of school or with traumatic experiences since
2004.
"The donations have been focused on charities dedicated to the care of children or young people, the most
vulnerable members of society and the leaders of the
future."
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Global overview of the
candle market.
Challenges and
advantages
with a forecast
to 2027.
The candle market closed in
2020 with $7.5 Billion dollars
and is supposed to grow up
to$ 12.41 Billion US in sales at
a CAGR of 8.2% between the
period of 2021 and 2027. 1
During the last two years,
North America and Europe together accounted for
more than 65% of candle consumption in the
market. In both regions, candles are considered as
decorative and air freshener elements rather than
seen as a functional product.
A contributing factor to the sales growth is the inclusion and availability of this product in multiple distribution and sales channels ranging from markets,
wholesale, hypermarkets and supermarkets,
bazaars, gift shops, botanical shops or herbalists,
interior decoration stores, hotels, online shopping,
catalog sales etc. Brands such as Yankee and Villa
Hermanos have ventured to open specialized boutique-type stores for their products, creating a “life
style” experience”.2

Fabiany Muniz

93% of U.S. consumers make candle and air care purchase decisions based on fragrance, 62% of candle purchases are attributed to trying new fragrance scents,
and 73% wish more premium scents were oﬀered at a
massive price.3
In Latin America the mass market candles are still purchased for religious context or merely for their lighting
function. 80% of the candles produced in Colombia are
produced for the esoteric and religious market. Following in importance with a 15% are the candles that
simply serve to provide light in the absence of electricity, and the decorative ones, which may represent the
remaining share.4

An outstanding factor for this growth is that consumers are increasing their candle buying habits, either
as additions to their decorative elements or because
of their functionality, such as aromatherapy and its
beneﬁts in reducing stress and relaxation.
We are observing an unprecedented demand in the
market for scented candles since 2020 which is
much higher than that of unscented candles. Another interesting fact is that 70% of purchases of these
candles are made by women.
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On the other hand, in Mexico, Covid-19 increased the
demand for religious candles by 50% in the ﬁrst eight
months of 2021 and caused an increase of 2.3 times
more compared to the same period of 2019/20, and
reached a value of $3,656,000 million pesos (MX) as of
August 2021, the amount was $1,213,000 million pesos
(MX) more than in 2020. In 2021.
The month of August, more than 465.1 million candles,
paraﬃn candles and candlesticks with and without
glass containers had already been sold, 23.3% more
than the 377 in the year 2020. At Veladoras de México
(Velmex) for example, the holiday Day of the Dead contributes to 35% of their annual sales.5
Sin embargo, en el continente se empieza a observar un
aumento signiﬁcativo de micro y pequeñas empresas
posicionando emprendimientos de velas aromáticas,
además de grandes empresas de aromatización
incluyendo este rubro como extensiones de marca en
sus líneas.
In Latin America there is a signiﬁcant increase in micro
companies positioning aromatic candle entrepreneurial projects and large air freshener companies including
scented candles as brand extensions in their lines.
According to the report from Financiero México, business executives like Ernesto de la Teja aﬃrm "there is a
market opportunity with aromatic products whose
demand grows 20% month after month." In the same
report Nelly Velázquez, founder of Velas Gaia, an SME
company established two years ago said: "Aromatherapy is currently highlighted in our candles, because of
the level of stress that people carry."
As for the most sold type of candles, container candles;
scented and unscented, continue to account for the
largest share of the global candle market. Since 2018
they have been representing almost 25% of the revenue share in the global candle market, followed by pillar
candles and tapers with a market share of 17.2% and
11.9%, respectively.6

Unscented votive candles are also known as prayer candles and are the most common type of candle used in
all scenarios. If we continue ﬁltering the preferences in
candles, we can say that; although the greatest consumption of candles is made of those made mostly of
paraﬃn, the consumption and preference for natural
waxes or the incorporation of these in mixtures with
paraﬃn is rapidly increasing.
The trend for natural and organic candles will continue
to increase and will soon shorten the diﬀerence in preference of purchase habit with paraﬃn. This is related to
a phenomenon called non-carbon blackening. More
and more people feel committed to minimizing the
impact of CO2 emitting elements, and this will increase
the demand for candles made from vegetable waxes. In
addition, Millennials are the demographic group that
will command candle purchases in the period of these
studies. These are the most committed to eliminating
carbon gas emissions from the planet. 6
The volatility in the prices of raw materials is the main
factor that hinders the growth of the market. Paraﬃn
remains the most widely used base material for candle
production. Meanwhile, in 2014 and 2015, nearly 33%
of paraﬃn production in some countries was shut
down; forcing candlemakers to import large volumes of
base material at higher prices.

Fuente:
1.Global Candle Market: Industry Analysis and Forecast (2021-2027) by
Type, Raw Material, Distribution Channel, and Region. Maximize Market
Research PVT 2021.
2. Candles Market By Type, By Distribution Channels, Growth, Share,
Opportunities & Competitive Analysis, 2019 – 2027 CREDENCE RESERACH
2020.
3. MINTEL

4. Las velas no solo sirven para alumbrar, también están en el mercado de
la decoración. Revista Portafolio Colombia.
5.Coronavirus impulsa en 50% la venta de cirios y veladoras. El Financiero
Mexico.
6. Verify Market Research
7. Fifth year of 3M and Ipsos global survey reveals Americans want science
to help solve for sustainability, health and STEM equity challenges. News
Direct 3M.
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M U N D I A L

Philip Budwick

"Reﬁneries are uncapable
of producing waxes at the
same rate of demand”

The candle manufacturers were hopeful that wax prices would remain closer to those at
the start of COVID 19. However, the post-pandemic carries on a lot of instability in supply
chains, logistics issues, recurrent production disruptions in the main reﬁneries and to top
it all the Russia-Ukraine conﬂict. Prices continue to be at historical high rates
Philip Budwick, CEO of Globalwax and speaker at the presentation "The global wax
market" at our upcoming World Candle Congress shares his concerns on this topic.

¿Which are the main drivers for the parafﬁn high price increase?
The initial cause for the increase in paraﬃn prices came
from the increasing freight rates from Asia to Europe
and the Americas. The COVID shutdowns led to
reduced capacity of containers ships and shortages of
containers and when the demand grew signiﬁcantly,
the global shipping network could not handle the
volume.

The demand for wax is incredibly strong as candle
makers keep buying to not only meet their customers'
growing demand but also to try and replenish inventories that have been sold down since the start of the
COVID epidemic.
Reﬁneries are not able to produce wax fast enough to
meet this demand and the logistics issues means customers must wait even longer to get products causing
them to keep ordering more.

Although the world is experiencing far less disruptions
from COVID than in 2020, the recent outbreaks in China
during March have caused disruptions in the ports of
Hong Kong and Shanghai shutting down production
facilities and logistics. The shipping situation also has
not improved at all. There is still a large demand for
spaces on container ships which is keeping freight very
high even though they have come down slightly.
There are still large backlogs of ships trying to enter U.S.
and European ports which are causing signiﬁcant
delays.
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¿Russia is the second largest oil producer
in the world, how does the war against
Ukraine impact the paraﬃn market?
Being Russia one of the major oil producers in the world
and being involved in a military or political battle, it will
cause a spike in the price of oil. Even if Russia does not
supply any speciﬁc reﬁneries producing wax, the
embargo on Russian oil will cause global purchasers to
look to other suppliers of oil. We should expect high oil
prices and higher wax prices.
Oil producing countries naturally want to take advantage of this and I do not expect them to increase production signiﬁcantly to bring the price down quickly.
High oil prices also result in higher gasoline and fuel
prices. We should expect to see bunker and fuel
surcharges in the shipping and trucking sectors which
will keep the cost of logistics high and be reﬂected in
delivered wax prices.

¿What are your recommendations for the
candle manufacturers given these market
situations?
In the short term we should expect high freight rates
and a limited supply, the world has a demand for wax
unlike anything we have seen in the past.
Any softening in the freight market is overridden by
increases in the FOB prices of waxes. Candle manufacturers must balance the cost of paying the higher wax
prices versus shutting down their plants due to lack of
raw materials.
The market is still accepting the price increases for raw
materials and ﬁnished candles due to the strong
demand in the market. The more critical time will come
in July and August when the candle season begins.

¿How is the market situation for vegetable
waxes?
When demand for commodities is strong and supply is
not enough to meet this demand, all prices increase,
and we have global inﬂation. The inﬂationary price
pressures we see in wax and logistics spreads to all
commodities, including vegetable oils. The biggest use
for vegetable oils such as soy and palm, is for cooking.
The demand for food during the lockdowns and after
has resulted in spikes in the prices of vegetable oils.

It is too volatile a market to predict where pricing and
freight will be by then, but demand will pick up again
and candle manufacturers must accumulate inventories sooner rather than later to avoid running out.
Candle manufacturers should begin planning early to
obtain raw materials and avoid a shortage during the
candle season.

Since vegetable waxes and their prices come from the
cost of vegetable oils, it is not surprising that palm and
soy waxes have spiked higher in price and are even
priced higher than paraﬃn waxes. The overall supply
of vegetable waxes is better than for paraﬃn waxes but
the strong demand for wax has caused many candle
makers to look for alternatives and palm and soy waxes
are now less available than before.
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Import Statistics
Period of 2017-2021

Candle and
paraﬃn imports
in the
American
continent
This article is a special edition for the World Candle
Congress. We considered important to highlight the
import data for candles and paraﬃn during the last 5
years from the 10 main countries in Latin America
(Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador,
Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, and Venezuela) and North
America (United States, Canada and Mexico).

General Results
During the 2017-2021 period, the candle imports in
Latin America totaled 73,271 Metric Tons (MT), equivalent to $168 million (USD). Meanwhile in North America,
the total candle amount imported was 17 times higher,
($1.2 millions of Metric Tons), which was equivalent to
$4,0 billion. The graph below (G.1) shows the broader
import gap between the two regions; especially during
2019, when the growth of imports in North America
averaged near a 20% value annually.

A comparative analysis of candle imports resulted in
only a 2.5 times higher import in North America Vs.
Latin America. North American candle manufacturers
imported $3.4 millions of Metric Tons, with a value of
$4.4 billions. The Latin America colleagues imported a
$1.4 millions of Metric Tons equivalent to $1.8 Billions.
The ﬁgures in Graph 2 indicate that there has been an
increase in paraﬃn imports for Latin America during
the las 3 years, which is close to 30% yearly value.
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The statistics to be presented correspond to the tariﬀ
codes numbers 2712.20.00, 2712.90.00 (paraﬃns) and
3406.00.00 (candles). Mexico’s numbers have been
reported on both regions for the purpose of the analysis. The imports in USD currency correspond to the
FOB value, which means that the cost of the freight is
not considered in the total.
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G.1. Candle imports in Latin and North America per Metric Ton.
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After analyzing the relationship between paraﬃn and
candle imports for each region, it can be observed that
the volume of paraﬃn imported by Latin America was
18 times more than its candle imports. While in North
America, this connection is a little more than double.

Paraﬃn imports per country in North America
México
23,9%

The following graph (G.3) describes the FOB unit cost
per ton (USD/MT) on candle imports. For the period
assessed, the average values for Latin and North America were $2,290 and $3,270 correspondingly, with an
increase of 40% for Latin American candle
manufacturers.

United States
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Canadá
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Average cost of candles (USD/MT)
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Mexico continues to lead candle imports in the Latin
American region (G.6.), with values equivalent to 28.1%,
followed by Chile with 18.7% and Argentina with 16.8%.
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Import analysis per country
The paraﬃn import per country in Latin America
explained in Graph 4 shows the great impact that
Mexico has in the region with imports equivalent to
60% of the total, followed by Brazil with 16% and
Colombia with 6%.
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However, after evaluating Mexico’s import numbers in
comparison with its northern neighbors (G.5.), Mexico’s
participation falls to 24%, an equal value to Canada,
while the United States leads the paraﬃn imports with

Colombia
4,6%

The United States candle imports in North America is
eminent with 87% (G.9.) followed by Canada with 11.4%
and despite being Mexico the leader on candle imports
among its Latin American colleagues, here it barely
added a 1.6% value in comparison to the northern
countries.

Candle imports per country in North America
México
1,6%
Canadá
11,4%

United States
87,0%
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Country of Origen by imports
The main candle supplier for Latin America with 54.1%
of the market product is China (G.8.), followed by
USA-Canada with 22.2% and Brazil with 9.7%.

Country of Origen for candle imports in
Latin America

China is again the main paraﬃn supplier for Latin America with 61.4% of the market product (G.10.), followed
by other regions with 18.5% and USA-Canada with
10.9%.

Country of Origen for paraﬃn imports in
Latin America
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Vietnam emerged as the main candle supplier for the
North American region with 40.8% (G.9.) followed by
Canada with 14.9% and the United States with 11.2%. if
we include Mexico’s participation (4.7%) to the North
American value, it can be observed that almost one
third of regional trade is covered by these three
countries.

Country of Origen for candle imports in
North America

China leads the paraﬃn supply in North America with
32.9% value, followed by the United States, which supplies 22.2% to Mexico and Canada (G.11.), and the third
place goes to Europe with 12.3%.
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Although China is the main paraﬃn supplier for North
America, Vietnam is the leading candle supplier for the
North American region. On the other hand, China is the
main candle and paraﬃn supplier for Latin America.
Let’s also highlight the dynamic commercial exchange
that exists between the United States, Canada, and
Mexico, allowing them to satisfy their candle and parafﬁn needs, unlike the rest of Latin America, which shows
great dependency on countries outside their region to
cover their needs.
Source:
SICEX / SISDUAN
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